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Agenda items 5 (d), 5 (e), 5 (f) and 5 (h)
Other issues arising from the implementation of the work programme of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol
The coverage of greenhouse gases, sectors and source categories
Common metrics to calculate the carbon dioxide equivalence of anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks
Possible approaches targeting sectoral emissions
Other issues

Coverage of greenhouse gases, sectors and source categories, common metrics, possible approaches for targeting sectoral emissions and other issues considered under agenda item 5

Revised draft conclusions proposed by the Chair

1. In accordance with its work programme and the conclusions adopted at its resumed sixth session, the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol (AWG-KP) considered the coverage of greenhouse gases, sectors and source categories, common metrics to calculate the carbon dioxide equivalence of anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks, possible approaches targeting sectoral emissions and the issues being considered under agenda item 5 (h).

2. The AWG-KP took note with appreciation of the information and views submitted by Parties on matters referred to in paragraph 1 above and of the technical information compiled by the secretariat on the gases listed in document FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/5. It requested the secretariat to update the technical information on these gases as appropriate, taking into account information provided by Parties in the submissions referred to in paragraph 4 below.

3. The AWG-KP also took note of the action taken by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in undertaking further technical assessment of alternative common metrics, in response to the invitation of the AWG-KP at the first part of its sixth session. It noted that the IPCC will provide a report on this matter prior to and at the eighth session (June 2009) of the AWG-KP.

1 <http://unfccc.int/national_reports/annex_i_ghg_inventories/items/4624.php>.
4. The AWG-KP invited Parties to submit to the secretariat, by 24 April 2009, views on matters referred to in paragraph 1 above, for compilation into a miscellaneous document for consideration at its eighth session.

5. The AWG-KP agreed to continue its deliberations on the matters referred to in paragraph 1 above at its eighth session, in the context of its deliberations on the Chair’s text referred to in paragraph 4 (b) of the draft conclusions to be adopted under agenda item 5 (g), taking into account the submissions of views referred to in paragraph 4 above.²

---

² The text of this paragraph will be amended when it is included in the report on the session to accurately reflect conclusions adopted under other relevant agenda items.